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Place Diary: Photo-Voice Essay

Kaiyu Zheng

1 Introduction

In this essay, I reflect on my experiences with the places in my everyday life as a college student, and

discuss the design about these places. I focus on describing four places: (1) the Ave, (2) the CSE

building1, (3) the intersection between Brooklyn Avenue and (4) the 47th St, and the 17th Avenue

(45th St.-47th St.). The central theme of this essay is exoticizing the familiar, that is, to critically

evaluate the design of places of that I might have taken for granted. I conclude that the success

of the public space design weights heavy on the clarity of its goals, and community fulfillment (i.e.

how much the community is satisfied by the design).

2 My Places

Most of my daily activities happen within the one-third of a squared mile region (0.33 mi2), as

shown in Figure 1. It is a small-scale, two-endpoint (home and school), and relatively stable life

pattern. Among the few choices of places that I can claim to be familiar with, I will focus on four:

the Ave, the CSE building, Brooklyn & 47th, and 17th Ave2.

The Ave The Ave is central for me and many other students at the UW during their entire

college career. Although the official "University Avenue" starts from Pacific Street all the way up to

Ravenna Boulevard, the Ave in my mind only occupies the five blocks between 41st Street and 47th

Street. These five blocks form already a hodgepodge of almost everything necessary for students

from different walks of life; There is a diverse set restaurants, multiple bars, banks, post office,

barber shops, grocery stores, and so much more.

The CSE building This is the building of my major’s department. Built in 2003, this building

has become one of the icons of UW. It is located at the south-east side of the fountain, very close
1Formally, it is called the Paul Allen’s Center for Computer Science & Engineering.
2When I refer to 17th Ave, I implicitly refer to the portion between 45th St and 47th St.
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Figure 1: The scope, route, and places of my last year of college at the UW. The green lines represent
routes. The yellow circles represent key places that I interact with daily.

to the HUB (for lunch), and one of the nearest building to the IMA3 (for workout). It has six

floors above the ground, and one floor below for undergraduate student labs. One of the main

architectural features of the CSE is the atrium, an open area on the first floor that serves as space

for the “Reboot“ cafe on usual, and it can be transformed into other types of space for special

events. From my perspective, the building conveys a sense of openness, a good balance for the style

of people that occupy it — the computer geeks that tend to sit in a room by themselves and be

segregated.
3IMA stands for the Intramural Activities Building.
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Brooklyn & 47th This is a street intersection that I pass by every day in my senior (current)

year of college. On the four corners, going in clockwise direction from North, there are: an an empty

space in front of a Chevron gas station currently under construction4, the Christ Episcopal Church,

another gas station, owned by 76, an empty house, which was previously a laundry shop. There is

no street light for this intersection. Instead, there are four stop signs to regulate the traffic. It is a

transition from the University to the residential area.

Figure 2: Street corners of the Brooklyn &
47th St intersection.

Figure 3: A fenced region for at one of the
corners, previously a Chevron gas station.

17th Ave This is a residential street that directly extends into the UW campus through its main

gate. Along each side of this wide street, there are an array of old and tall trees named London

Planes that cover the sky, as well as elegantly-designed and well-maintained houses. The fraternity

and sorority typically occupy these houses, as indicated by the Greek letters on these houses. I walk

by this street typically at late night, as a safer option for me to go back home. I will discuss more

about my perception of this street as a relatively safer street in the later section.

3 Experience

For each place, I summarize my experience by forming a single representative statement, and discuss

briefly my observations and reasoning behind it.
4Both the empty space and Chevron are under fenced construction.
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Figure 4: A nice house on the 17th Ave.
Figure 5: Street corner view of the 17th Ave,
characterized by wide street, nice houses,
and tall trees.

The Ave: More than a gathering of diverse restaurants, I found it as an epitome of

the American society. I see different people on the Ave everyday. People with different age and

background, different clothing, different purpose walk along this century-old street; it is so much

to learn just by observing them. On the other hand, the Ave is also temporary home for many

homeless people, and as I walk along this street in the morning, I can see several homeless people

sleeping inside sleeping bags. They add in another element to the Ave, which I regard as a form

of freedom — their freedom to use the public space on the Ave. The diversity and the notion of

freedom5 lead me to consider the Ave as an epitome of America.

The CSE building: I can find a nice place to do whatever I want as a CS student. There

are basically three types of activities as students in the major of computer science: coding, group

discussion, and relaxation. The CSE building is designed with the characteristics of our community

in mind. The undergraduate labs serve students as their familiar (or expected) place for coding.

The study rooms, and break-out areas per floor, offer a great variety of group discussion space, each

equipped with whiteboard walls. The cafe at the atrium, the roof balcony with amazing view, and

the general building style of openness, naturally blend means of relaxation into the mix. In the

robotics lab I work at, considering that PhD students tend to spend their whole work days there,
5Some may argue that the phenomenon of the homeless reflects the wealth discrepancy, in the US. While I agree,

I also believe that the pursuit of some degree of freedom is a more fundamental trait behind this phenomenon.
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Figure 6: A view of the Ave. (Google Maps)

the place designers needed to combine these three characteristics together, leading to what is shown

in the picture below (Figure 7).

Figure 7: The Robotics State Estimation Lab. Notice the TV and book shelf at its left corner

(center of image).

Brooklyn & 47th: I view it as a combination of emptiness and mess that needs more

care. The emptiness here does not refer to no building. It means that there is a lack of activity

and vividness, a sharp contrast compared to its neighbor street, the Ave. I use “mess“ to describe

this place, because I saw patches of garbage here and there, and no person seems to care. Another

aspect of this intersection that is uncomfortable to me, personally, is the use of four stop signs

instead of traffic lights. Simply put, I feel less safe walking across the streets at this intersection.
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Figure 8: Inner view of the CSE building. Figure 9: The event of the 50th anniversary
of the establishment of the CSE department.

17th Ave: I could see late-night college student partying more frequently than any

other place, yet still, I find it a safer option to get home. Almost the only time I walk by

this street is when I study or work really late (after 12 a.m.) at the CSE building, and I needed

to walk back home. Among all the possible routes, I consider the 17th Ave the safest, essentially

because there are usually still student activities at late night (I some times see people playing

and walking in groups, with some already drunk), which means there are more potential witness

if whatever incident happens. Also, the elegance of the houses gives me the impression that this

region is resided by more educated people, an indicator for a safer community, in my opinion.

4 Assessment

In this section, I assess my places in terms of their design, focusing on the question that is a central

discussion of our landscape architecture class: Does the place design increase the place’s value? As

a side note, I intend to clarify that the notion of value here differs from what Clayton and Myers

suggested as their definition of value, which says that value serves as people’s goals that direct their

ways of acting [2]. The meaning of value here refers to a broader sense of importance, worth, and

usefulness of something (a place).
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Throughout this course, we have dived into multiple aspects of this value6. First, we looked at

place attachment, the notion that people form emotional bonds to places that matter for their lives

[1]. Second, we talked about theories on environmental perception and cognition [?], which form

people’s subjective ideas about a place. Third, we touched on the possible connection between crime

rate and place design [6], as well as the broken window theory [7]. Fourth, we looked at community

engagement in designing and planning a place, which is essential since the place is ultimately used

by the community. Fifth, with the guidance of Julian Agyeman’s talk on just sustainabilities [4], we

discussed the issue of equity in places. My analysis of the design of places I selected is built upon

these five aspects of value.

The Ave The primary target community of the Ave is the people that go to the University with

their respective goals. In many ways, the Ave creates a place for these people to find some sense

of similar cultural elements as where they came from. This cultivates place attachment as they

live longer in the region, since they find something about themselves in common with the elements

on the Ave. Furthermore, the Ave is also great for people to bump into one another, thanks to

the cafes, bus stops, bars, etc., as well as its relatively diverse and freestyle culture. This further

enhances people’s opinion (perception) of this place as a vivid extension of their busy college lives.

I regard the design of the Ave to be very successful as fulfilling the needs of the target community.

On the other hand, the Ave is the major hangouts of the homeless in Seattle. To me, it is a

natural outcome of the type of culture and facilities on the Ave. Quoting from the title of the article

in the landscape architecture magazin [8],

“The Homeless are Down There Because Their Services are There.“

Juliean Agyeman advocates the need to ensure a better quality of life for all in a just and equitable

manner [4]. From this respect, the Ave is a place with more equity than other streets, in the sense

that different people, including students, professionals, and the homeless, have their own way of

using this space to suit their needs, and they seem to have maintained, to some level, the mutual

respect such that most of them do not feel particularly interfered, or excluded.
6There are many other topics we discussed, but here I only listed a few that I found relevant to expand the value

I mentioned here.
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The CSE building Throughout the planning and design of the CSE building, there was a strong

engagement by the computer science community, especially the faculty members [9]. These partici-

pants know exactly what the people in their departments want: bigger space, more office, more and

better labs. Also, the CS community is planned to be spatially merged with the EE community;

the two can find a lot in common, and I found this as a smart move. Overall, I regard this building

as a successful design, because of its devotion to the desire of its community. Among the list of

principles of creating great places [5], treating the community as the expert comes first.

Brooklyn & 47th The characteristics of this place described in previous sections reflects its need

to be taken care of. I consider its current state to be in the first stage of the broken window theory.

There exists a broken window (i.e. signs of unaddressed disorder), as shown by the empty house

and the empty gas station at its corners, and the garbage here and there. It is unclear who will take

care of this place, and what the community wants this place to turn into. What we know is that,

dead zones around the edges of the side walks is one of the symbols of poorly designed places [5].

17th Ave In contrast with the Brooklyn & 47th St intersection, the appearance of the well-

attended houses on the sides of the 17th Ave leaves me with the impression that this is a place

that has been taken good care of, and I tend to trust the safety quality of the place once I have

such impression. The students that live in these houses are in fraternity and sorority, who view the

social life as an important aspect of their college experience. Having such a nice environment under

their feet, they can pay more attention to the social activities in a more engaged manner (worrying

less about issues such as safety, because of the positive perception of the surroundings). In this

respect, this place is successfully designed for its purpose. Although I feel excluded while walking

by these houses and watching their playful activities, such feeling is unnecessary to be considered

while planning for this place, because of its goals.

5 Conclusion

In this essay, I have described four places: the Ave, the CSE building, the Brooklyn & 47th St

intersection, and the 17th Ave. I reflected on my experience in these places, and assessed their

design using what I have learned in this class. I have found that in general, the success of the public
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space design depends on how clear the goals of the place is, and how much the design concerns

about the community — the real users of the place.
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